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ABSTRACT 
Upper bounds on the typical rank _R(n, m, 2) of tensors ( 7 maximal border 
rank = rank of almost all tensors) of a given shape (n, m, 1) are presented. These 
improve previous results by Atkinson and Lloyd. For cubic shape tensors the typical 
rank is determined exactly: _R(n, n, n) = [ n3/(3n - 2)1 (n f 3). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of finding o@imal computations for bilinear forms, in the 
framework of algebraic complexity theory, leads to the notion of tensor&l 
rank: Given finite dimensional vector spaces U, V, and W over some field k 
and t E U@V@W. The task consists in finding a decomposition of t into 
triads, 
(1.1) T t= c up@vp@wp (u&J, vpv, Wp’W), 
p=l 
with minimal possible r. The least r for which such a representation exists is 
called the rank of t, rk t. (See [5,8,14,20] for motivation and background.) 
The problem simplifies if the underlying field k is algebraically closed. In 
the sequel this is always assumed. In spite of the simplicity of the formulation, 
a complete solution of the problem is only known for 2-slice tensors (e.g. 
dimW = 2) in terms of the Kronecker-Weierstrass normal form ([9,13] and 
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also [7] in special cases). Unfortunately this case (as well as the trivial case 
dimW = 1) is not typical for the general case. So at present the problem is far 
away from being solved. 
An interesting subproblem in this connection is the question for the rank 
of a general tensor, or the question for the maximum value of the rank of 
tensors in a tensor product space U@V@ W of shape (n, m, I). Let 
where n = dimU, m = dimV, and 1 = dim W. Several authors have noted that 
almost all tensors in U@V@W have the same rank &n, m, I), possibly 
smaller than R( n, m, I) (depending on the shape). B is called the typical rank 
and can be described by approximation: Let 
(1.2) X,= {t: rkt<r}, - 
where rk denotes the border rank in the sense of Bini et al. [4] and Schonhage 
[18]. Then 
R_(n,m,~)=min{r:X,=U@V@W} =max{ rk t:t~U@V@w}. - 
One has the lower bounds 
(1.3) 
[6,9,12], and Atkinson and Stephens [3] show the upper bound 
R(n,m,Z)~[Z/2]n+m (m G n>. 
An equivalent concept to describe X, or B is as follows: Consider U@V@W 
as an affine space in the sense of algebraic geometry. Then 
(1.4) X,=Zariskiclosureof {t:rkt,<r} 
(cf. [l]), and jj is the common rank of all tensors in some nonempty Zariski 
open subset of U&V@ W. Therefore j$ may be regarded as the more natural 
quantity than R. If R f ZS, then rk t = R only holds in some lower dimen- 
sional subvariety of U@V@ W (which is of Lebesgue measure zero, in case of 
K=C). 
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A first step in estimating B from the above has been taken by Atkinson 
and Lloyd [2]. They formulate, for n = m, open conditions (i.e., conditions 
fullfilled in some nonempty Zariski open part of USVB W) under which a 
decomposition (1.1) of length T = [Z/2]n exists, i.e., 
A completely different way to find or to estimate the typical rank is by 
considering the representation (1.1) in first order approximation, an approach 
independently taken by V. Strassen [19] and the author [16]. In the present 
paper we determine the dimension of the tangent space of X, in a general 
point by means of the tangential mapping of the triadic decomposition (1.1) 
to find the dimension of X, in certain cases. 
For the typical rank we show 
From the complexity point of view, the most interesting tensors are of 
cubic shape (e.g., tensors corresponding to the multiplication in a k-algebra). 
For cubic shapes we give the precise value of the typical rank: 
n3 
R(n,n,n)= 3n 
i 1 (n # 3). 
Moreover, we obtain the following surprisingly simple formula for the dimen- 
sion of X,: 
dimX,=min{r(3n-2), n”} (n # 3). 
These results are based upon corresponding results for quasicubic shapes 
(n, n, n +2) and (n, n, n - 1) by V. Strassen [19]. 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: 
;>bl 
WI 
MUN 
span M 
T/M 
the integers; 
= {a,~+1 ,..., b}, a,bEZ; 
cardinahty of the set M; 
disjoint union of M and N; 
linear span of M; 
factor space (T + M)/M = T/(M f~ T), T, M linear subspaces of 
some linear space. 
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2. THE TANGENTIAL MAPPING OF THE 
TRIADIC DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we develop the techniques to find the dimension of X,. Let 
k be an algebraically closed field, and U, V, and W finite-dimensional vector 
spaces over k of dimensions n, m, and 1. The triple (n, m, 1) we call the 
shape of the tensor product space U@V@ W. The Segre variety ([ 11,171) 
S=S(USV@W)= {u8vc3w:uEU, VEV, WEW) 
is an (n + m + 1 - 2)dimensional subvariety of U@V@ W and regular ( = 
smooth) except at 0. The triadic decomposition (1.1) induces a morphism of 
affine varieties 
By the definition of ‘pr 
{t:rkt<r} =im% 
therefore { t : rk t < r } is irreducible and constructible in the sense of algebraic 
geometry (by a theorem of Chevalley, [17, p. 371). Moreover, { t : rk t < r } 
and X, are defined over the prime field of k, since S is, and ‘pi only sums. 
The closure X, is easier to describe than the constructible set { t : rk t < T } 
(since it is already given by algebraic equations). X, is an irreducible and 
homogeneous variety, and 
Almost all tensors in X, have rank < r, since the image imcp, 2 X, contains 
an open dense part of its closure (cf. [17]). We have the ascending chain 
s = x, s x, g . . . g x,(“,,,,,= USV@W. 
In the present paper we consider the question whether the dimensions of 
these varieties increase maximally, i.e., dim X, - dim X,_ 1 = dim S = n + m 
+ I - 2 [r < P(n, m, Z)]. 
Following Strassen [19], we call r small if dim X, = r(n + m + I - 2), and 
large if X, = U@V@ W, i.e., dim X, = nml. U@V@ W or its shape (n, m, I) is 
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called good if always dim X, = min{ r( n + m + I - 2) nml }; it is called 
perfect if in addition nmZ/(n + m + 1 - 2) is an integer. Obviously the 
following relations hold: 
(2.1) rsmall * r-lsmall; 
r large 3 r + 1 large; 
(n,m,Z) good w I nml n+m+Z-2 1 large and I nml n+m+Z-2 I small; 
(n,m, 1) perfect = R(n,m,Z)= n+~~zz_2. 
For instance, the 2slice shape 
(n, n,2) is perfect 
[9], and “ too long” shapes 
(n, m, 1) are not good (2 > nm > 1). 
Nowlett=(t,,..., t,) E S ‘. We consider the tangential mapping of ‘p, (cf. 
P7, p. 411) 
(where TaB is the tangent space to B at the point a E B) to find the 
dimension of X, via the image of d trp,’ We have 
since cp, only sums, and Ttsr = l-J, G ,Ttqs. Thus we first determine the tangent 
space T,, for a triad t. Let D s U, E & V, and F s W be subspaces. (In the 
sequel we reserve the letter D to denote subspaces of U, E for subspaces of 
V, and F for subspaces of W.) We put for some triad t = u 8 u 8 w E U@V@ 
w, t#o, 
D,:={d@uc3w:d~D}~D@V@W, 
E, := { u@e@w: e E E} & U@E@W, 
F,:={u~uef:f~F}~U~v~F. 
‘{O}\S = (M@M’fl)S = S 
lnd a~ Ianbas aq~ u;r ‘rosua~ o.~az m~u;[s 
aq~ apnI3xa 01 ~ap.10 UI .[(~*a) u;r 0 = ‘3 lnd lsn[] jj > I .103 ‘_y &us 5 I-‘x 
“a.! ‘Jx JO3 .yTl%I~S S! IP’x JE?~J MOMS p’z eUUxq pue (z-z) uogmbz 
n ‘M@Asn = “OJ ‘Msnsn = smds Aq 
‘snyL ‘2 pel_r~ ha~a 103 “OJ 5 (l)mso ~-{(3}uedssandur!~5{l}~ds30 - 
*Qmba UB ~a% aM ‘uoym! sg 30 sap!s qoq uo suo!suaurq %uyt?dr_uo3 
‘IIIsno2opue pm 
313.L8311 SVDI0H.L OOT 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.6 below, dimC, ~ ,T,,s > q constitutes an open con- 
dition in S’. Therefore, if it holds for some t E S’, it also holds for all t in some 
nonempty Zariski open subset of S’. Thus we may assume that cp,(t) is a 
regular point of X,. Then (cf. [17]) 
dim X, = dim T,,(,,x, >, dimim d,,, = dim( c Ttps) > q. n 
REMARK. In Lemma 2.5 we have an equivalence if the extension k(X,) 
z k(S’) of the function fields (induced by cp,) is separably generated (cf. [22, 
Theorem 41, p. 1271). In particular this always holds in the case char k = 0. 
LEMMA (2.6). LetDP&U, EPsV, FPgW(p<r), andM&U@V@W 
be subspaces. Then the mapping 
S’- Z, t*dim( c D[+E[+F,P) /M 
p<r 
is Zariski lower semicontinuous, i.e., for every q E Z, 
is open. 
Proof. Consider, for d E U and u* E U *, the dual space of U, the linear 
mapping 
A(d, u*): U@V@W+ UsVsW/M, 
u@v@w- u*(u)-d@v@w + M. 
Analogously, let B(e,v*) be defined by u@v@w-v*(v)-u@e@w+ M 
(eEV, v*EV*) and C(f,w*) by u@v@w*w*(w)-u@v@f+M (fE 
W, w* E W*). Then 
(2.7) 
dim( c D[ + Et + Ftr)/M c q 
- dimspan(...,A(d, u*)t,,B(e,v*)t,,C(f,w*)t,,...)<q, 
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where in the latter list p is assumed to run from 1 to r, and for fixed p, the 
arguments d, e, f, u*, v*, and w* are assumed to run through some bases of 
DP, EP, FP, U*, V*, and W *. By the determinantal criterion for linear 
dependence (2.7) can be expressed by algebraic equations, hence it is a closed 
condition, as desired. n 
Now, how to show the existence required in Lemma 2.5? The following 
lemma indicates how to break up the tangent sum (2.2) into smaller disjoint 
pieces. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let U= DOeD’, V= E’@E’, and W= F’@F’. Then for 
t E S(D”@Eo@Fo) 
Proof. 
T ts(uc3v@w) =Ut+Vt+Wt=D~+D;+E;+E;+Fto+Ft 
= tS(D~~E~~F~~~Dtl~E:~Ftl. T n 
In the following we need a language to express the notion that a linear 
space 
T=( c T,~,+ C 
PGQ ll<P<’ 
[D<+EC+F~;])/MQJC+V.W,M 
has “maximal possible” dimension. Here M denotes a subspace of U@V@ W. 
DEFINITION 2.9. We call T total [with respect to the pieces Ttps (p < 9) 
and D[, EC, Ft,” (9 < p < r)] if 
dimT=qdimS+ c (dimDP+dimEP+dimFP). 
q<p<r 
If L is a subspace of U@V@W/M, then we write 
T;L tj T = L or T total, 
TGL - T = L and T total. 
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We rephrase the Jacobian criterion (2.5) in this language: 
If c p G ,T,,s is total for some t E S’, then r is small; 
if for every r, C, gr tps = T ; UBV@W for some t E S’, then V@V@W is 
good; 
if r = nmI/(n + m + I - 2) is an integer, and C, ~ ,Ttns f U@V@ W for 
some t E S’, then UBV@W is perfect. 
3. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE TYPICAL RANK 
In this section we apply the method of the previous paragraph. To this 
end we first give the following purely technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let tJ@V@W be of the shape (n, m, 1). Then 
c Ttps + c Ut,+ c Vt, f USV@W almost everywhere in S’ 
PQP P<Pdq Q(P<’ 
in each of the following cases: 
(1) n=p=l, q=r=(Z-l)(m-l)+l; 
(2) p = 0, I= 1, + l,, q = ml,, r - q = nl,; 
(3) n = m = 2, p = 0, 2 Q q < r - q, r = 21; 
(4) n=m=p=2<Z=r; 
(5) n=m=p=3,q-3=r-q=l-2>2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 it suffices to show the existence. Let tp = u,@v,@ 
wp (P G r>. 
(1): Let V=span{vi}@E and W=span{wi}@F. Apply Lemma 2.8 to 
t,,andchoose(v,@ww,:l<p<r)asabasisof E@F. 
(2): Let W= F’@F2, where dim F1 = 1, and dim F 2 = 1,. Choose ( v~@ 
w,:p<q)asabasisof V@F’ and(u,@wp:q<p<r)asabasisof U@F2. 
(3): By (2) we may assume that q is odd. Let W = F1 CB F 2, where 
dim F’ = 3. We choose wP, w~+~ E F1 (p < 3) and wP E F 2 (else). It suffices 
to show that a.e. (almost everywhere) in S(U@V@ F’)’ X S(U@V@ F2)‘+6 
( c q,+y,+Jq c ut,+ c 
PG3 3<pcq q+3cpgr 
v;, =U@V@F’ @ UsV@F2. ) 
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By the openness principle (2.6) it suffices to prove the existence, and this may 
be done for both parts separately. The second part is settled by (2). The first 
part is left to the reader as an exercise. (Draw a 2 X 2 X 3 illustration.) 
(4): Let W=F’@F2@F3, where dimF’=2, and dimF2=q-2. We 
choose wp E F1 (p < 2), wp E F2 (2 < p < q), and wp E F3 (p > 4). It suffices 
to show that a.e. in S(U8V@F’)2 X S(U@OV@DF~)~-~ X S(UEJV@F~)‘~~ 
(Use Lemma 2.8.) We give examples for the existence separately for each 
part. For the first part choose (ui, u2) as a basis of U, and apply case (1) 
twice. For the second and the third part apply case (2). (Change the roles of 
the corresponding spaces.) 
= U@V@F’ @ U@V@F2 @ U@V@F3. 
(5): Let W = F’@F2, where dim F’ = 2. We choose wp E F’ (p < 3) and 
wp E F2 (p > 3). It suffices to show that a.e. in S(U@V@OF’)~ X S(U@V@ 
Fs)2(1-21 
Again, we prove the existence for both parts separately. For the first part, 
choose (ui, u2, u3) as a basis of U and apply case (1) three times. For the 
second part (call it T), we choose (u,, u2, u3) as a basis of U and put pi = v2. 
Then, by (2), a. a. (almost always) 
Tz c span{v,},p+ c F~~=U@~pan{v,}@F~, 
q<p<r P<2 
and, using this, we obtain [again by (2)] that a.a. 
l-2 
i 
c sPa+&+ c Ft,” + 
1 i 
C span{u3)cp+Ftf 
qcp<r P<2 3<p<q 1 
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[Draw a 3 x 3 x (I - 2) illustration.] Thus it suffices to prove that a.a. 
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= U@V@F’/(U@span{ oi} @F2 +span{ ua} @V@FF2) . 
But this is case (3) (up to isomorphy). n 
In the subsequent proofs we will put the triads in the tangent sum (2.2) 
into different “positions” of the tensor-product space U@V@W in order to 
split up the sum into disjoint parts, as listed in the previous Lemma. To avoid 
clumsy notation we will use in the sequel the following suggestive symbolism: 
Suppose U= CBizOD*, V= CBjaoEj, and W= CBk,“Fk. Then we write 
(3.2) DiI ...i, := Dile . . . @Dig, 
D*:=U (A=all), 
and analogously Ejl... is,. . . , F*. With these position symbols we write 
(3.2’) S r,K := S(Dz@E’@FK) 
[e.g., Sol,, = S((D”@D’)@E2@FA)]. Finally we attach to the “position” 
ZJK a finite set, also denoted by ZJK (meaning: lZ.ZKl many triads are chosen 
in position Z./K, i.e., E S,,,). In this sense S$z denotes the IZJKtfold 
Cartesian product of S,,,. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
R_(n,m,Z)=nmZ/(n+m+Z-2)+0(Z) (n f m < 1). 
Proof. Since R is monotonic in each argument, we may assume w.1.o.g. 
that m and 1 are even, say m = 2p, Z= 2X. Let U8V8W be of the shape 
(n, m, 1). We show for r = Z[nm/(n + m + Z- 2)1 
3 E S’: c Ttps = U@V@ W. 
P<T 
Then r is large, by Lemma 2.5. To this end let t E S’, W = e. ~ k < XFk, 
[Lrl= u _ O<k<XAAk with dimFk=2, and lAAkl=r/X (O<k-&). We 
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choose 
tp E sAAk (pEAAk, O<k<X) 
and obtain by Lemma 2.8 the decomposition 
X-l 
= kTO ( ;k%*Ak+ c q) . 
u,#k MY 
(call this TAAk) 
[Here we use the convention that each sum just ranges over the spaces 
directly behind the IX. The positions of the summands are immediate, e.g., 
Ftk s DA@EA@Fk = U8V8Fk (p E AAy).] By the openness principle (2.6) 
wk may check for each k separately the existence of some t E I’I,S:f; such 
that TAAk = UsVsFk. 
Now, let V= @ Ej with dimEi= (Ogj<p), and AAk= 
Ll o <j < pAjk. (Observe OS% h at t e new positions are specializations of the 
former ones.) Choosing 
tp E 'Ajk (@A& C&j-q) 
we get 
T AAk = c TtpsAik + c E{+ c 
Ug+jAPk U,+kAjY 
(call this TAjk) 
Now we choose 1 Ajkl E {0,2} and 1 U y fk Aj y 1 suitably so that for all j 
(OGj<P) 
TAjk = UsEj@Fk a.e. in n SA”Bp 
P,Y 
This is possible by Lemma 3.1(3), (4). [Check IAAkI = r/h < m, and use 
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(2.3) to translate Lemma 3.1 into the present situation.] This proves the 
theorem. H 
As a consequence of the previous proof and (2.1) we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. (n, m, I) is perfect (n < m < I), provided that m and 1 
are even and nm/(n + m + 1 - 2) is an integer. 
REMARK. Refined versions of Theorem 3.3 can be found in [19,16]. The 
proofs of these, however, are more involved. 
4. CUBIC SHAPES 
In this section we investigate the principal case n = m = 1. The following 
proposition is a first refinement of Theorem 3.3 for cubic shapes. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let UBVBW be of the shape (n, n, n), and n = 0 
mod 3, n f 3. Then 
(1) d/3 is snuzll; 
(2) n(n + 1)/3 is large. 
Proof. Again we use Lemma 2.5. Let t E S’ with r to be chosen 
later, [l,r] = uOGi,j<,ijA, where Y= n/3. Let U= eoGicVDi, 
‘= @Ofj<v Ej withdimD’=dimE’=3(O<i<Y). Choosing 
tp E si jA (PEijA, O<i,j<v) 
we get 
(call this Ti jA) 
(l), r = 3~‘: We put lijA( = 3 (0 < i, i < v). Then Lemma 3.1(S) implies 
that for all i and j (0 f i, j < V) 
Tij,; D’@Ej@W a.e. in n S$i. 
a.19 
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By r < in3/(3n - 2)] and th e s y mmetry of all qjA (i.e., they are all total, 
since equality is excluded) this proves the first assertion. [Apply (2.3) and use 
the trivial fact that totality is stable under omission of some of the pieces.] 
(2), T = 3v2 + v: We put lijA( = 3+ Sij (0 < i, j < v). Then, similarly, 
Lemma 3.1(5) implies that for all i and j (0 < i, j < v) 
TjA = D’sEjsW a.e. in n S,“ppA”, 
Q.P 
as desired. n 
Now, how to prove the precise result for cubic shapes, announced in the 
Introduction? Clearly, only in exceptional cases are the geometry of the 
“tangent three-leg” (Lemma 2.4) and the distribution technique of the 
previous proofs well matched. So we must arrange our analysis more carefully 
in details. The following proof of the main result of this paper partially follows 
lines suggested by V. Strassen. 
First of all, we consider quasicubic shapes. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 (Strassen [19, Corollary 3.101). We have 
a.e. in S’ 
if USVS W is of the shape 
n(n +2) 
(n,n,n+2), ns2mod3, and T= 3 , 
or 
n2 
(n,n,n-1), nsOmod3, and r=y. 
These shapes are perfect. 
This result can be proved similarly to the previous Proposition; see [19,16] 
for a proof. 
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For what fokws it is convenient to complete the position symbols (3.2) by 
Da:= @ D’ (a=allexceptO), 
i>O 
and analogously E”:= G3j,oEj, F”:= @,,,Fk. 
The next lemma is an “angular” version of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let U@V@W be of the shape (n,m, Z), U= DoeD”, 
V=E’@E’ with dimD’=n,, dimD”=n,, and dimE’=m,, dimE”= 
mCZ* Then 
E (D;+ E;)+ 2 D;+ 5 EtOp+ 5 Wt,+ 5 Wt, 
p=l P=po+l P=Pl+l P=Pz+l P=PB+l 
2 D”oV@W+U@Eo@W a.e. in Sl;, X Si&p2 X Spoip3 
in each of the following cases: 
(1) p,, p, + p, - p, = 0 mod I, p, G lm,, p. + p2 - PIG In,, P3 - P2 G 
Cm - pJbo, p4 - P, G (n - (p. + P, - p,)/+,, p4 - P2 = Cm - 
p,/On, + [n - (p. + p2 - rWW0 - n0m0; 
(2) n=m>3, 1=2, n,=m,=l, 3<po=p,=p,<2n--3, PO odd, 
p, - P, = P, - P, = n - (p. + 1)/2. 
Proof. By the openness principle (Lemma 2.6) it suffices to prove the 
existence. 
(1): Let Da= D%D2, E” = E’@E2 with dimD2=(po+p2-pl)/Z, 
dim E2 = p,/Z. Let [p2 + 1, p4] = OOA U 10A UOlA. We choose 
tp E S22, (P G P2h 
tp E ‘i jA (p E ijA, 0 Q i, j < 1, ij = 0). 
Then our sum splits into 
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which equals [by Lemma 3.1(2) applied to each summand] 
@ D’BEj@W 
Oai,j<2 
a.e. in nS$:, 
ij = 0 
provided that the ]ijA] (0 < i, j Q 1, ij = 0) are suitably chosen. (Draw an 
illustration.) 
(2) is left to the reader as an exercise. (First consider n = 3.) W 
THEOREM 4.4. (n, n, n) is good (n # 3). 
COROLLARY 4.5. R(n,n,n)= [n3/(3n - 2)1 (n # 3). 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is composed of Proposition 4.2 and the 
following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.6. Letna5, U@V@Wbeoftheshupe(n,n,n), U=D’@D”, 
V= E’@E”, D”@E”@W be of the shape (n - 2, n - 2, n), and min{ n - 
l,B}<p,<n. Then 
c Tt,s*‘4* + C (D; + E;) ~=mv9w 
PBP P<PGf4 )/ 
; U@V@W/D”@E”@W a.e. in S&, X Sqep. ClClA 
LEMMA 4.7. Let UBVBW be of the shape (n,n,n), U= DoeDo, 
V= E”@Ea, W= F”@F”, D”@E”@F” be of the shape (n - 1, n - 1, n - 
2), and6<p<n-1. Then 
c ~pSAAA+ c (D;+ E;+Ft;) D”@E”@JF” 
PGP P<PGq )i 
; UeVsW/D”@E”eF” a.e. in SI,, X Sza;p. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The cases n < 2 being trivial, let’s look at n > 3. 
It turns out that (3,3,3) [more generally (n, n,3), n odd] is not good, a fact 
independently discovered by V. Strassen and the author. (See [19,16] for this 
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case.) The case n = 4 can be settled by the method of the proof of Theorem 
3.3; we skip over the straightforward proof and consider now the cases n 2 5. 
Let U= DoeD’, V= E’@E”, W= F”@F”, and 
USV@W be of the shape (n, n, n) (n 2 S), 
D”8E”@F” be of the shape 
(n - 2,n - 2, n), n z i mod 3, 
(n - 1, n - 1,n - 2), n = 1 mod 3. 
Let [n3/(3n - 2)] frg[n3/(3n-2)1, tESL,,, and [l,r]=aaa Ll AAA 
with 
i 
(n-2)n/3, nslmod3, 
laaa’= (fl- 1)2/3, n=lmod3. 
Restricting 
we get the epimorphism 
By Proposition 4.2 and Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 
T * oaa = 
T * AAA& 
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Thus 
proving the theorem [by (2.1)]. Th e restrictions of Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 are 
satisfied, except for n = 7. Here we onIy get that 18 is small. But Xrs is a 
hypersurface, so 19 is large, by dim X,, < dim X,,. n 
An amusing consequence is the following “nonconstructive” proof for the 
existence of fast matrix multiplication algorithms: Let (n, 12, n) denote the 
tensor associated to the n X n matrix multiplication. Then Corollary 4.5 
implies 
rk (2,2,2> < R(4,4,4)= 7. - 
Applying [ 18, Theorem 4.11, we get 
rk(n, n, n) < 0(n*“s~(7)+E) (E> 0, n + m). 
Despite of this simple upper bound, it seems to be quite difficult to decide 
whether rk(2,2,2) equals 6 or 7 [19,15]. (For rank it is known to be 7 
[10,21].) - 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. To simplify the presentation, let’s assume that n 
and p are even. (The other cases can be settled as in the subsequent proof; a 
complete treatment is given in [16].) We prove the existence. Let W = 
G3 nQkcvFk’ [l, PI= u Ockc,vtlAk and [p+l,ql= Ll o,k,,aak, where 
dim Fk = 2 and ]A&] E {6,2} (0 < k < v = n/2). Choosing’ 
t~ E ‘ii/c (paik, in {a,A}), 
we get 
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Weclaimthatforall k(O<k<v) 
T AAk 2 VeVsFk/D”eE”@W a.a., 
provided that 
(aak( = 
n - (P +2)/2 in the case (AAkl = 2, 
2n-(p+4)/2 in the case lAAkl= 0. 
This proves the assertion. We treat the two cases separately. 
Case lAAkl=2. Let Da= D1~D2, E”= E’@E’ with dimD’= 
dim E’ = (p - 2)/2. Let AAk = OOk, uak = 22k, and AAy = 1Oy U Oly with 
]lOy( = ]OlyJ (y f k). Choosing 
tp E iik (p E iik; i E {0,2}), 
tp E ijy (p E ijy; y # k, 0 <i, j < 1, i + j = l), 
we obtain 
)I/ 
D”@E”@W 
= @ DieEjsFk I/ D”@E”@W O<i,j<2 ij = 0 
= V@V@Fk/D”@E”~W a.a. 
implying the claim in the first case. [Apply Lemma 3.1(4), (2) to each 
summand; draw an illustration.] 
Case 1 AAkl = 0 (appearing only for p > 8). If laakl is even, then the 
claim follows from Lemma 4.3(l) [ use laakl< 2( n - 2)]. So we assume that 
laukl is odd. (Then p > 10.) Let Da= D’8D2, E” = E’@E2 with dim D2 = 
dim E2 = 3. Let ask = Ilk U22k with ]22k] = 3, and U yz kAAy = 02k u 
20k ~10101 k with 102kl= )20kl= 3 (the third position index being irrele- 
vant, we may replace it by k). If we choose 
tp E ‘iik (p E iik; i E {1,2,01}), 
tp E ‘ijk (pEijk; i, jE {0,2}, i+ j=2), 
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we obtain 
= (DO%EO%JF~+ DOC+E~BF~ + D28Eo~~k)/~~~~a~~ 
= U@V@Fk/D”@E”@W a.a., 
proving the claim in the second case. [Apply Lemma 4.3(l) using (Ilk] < 2( n 
- 5), and then Lemma 3.1(2) twice.] 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Here we assume that n is even and p is odd in 
order to simplify the presentation. (The other cases are similar; for a complete 
treatment we refer to [16].) Again, we prove the existence. Let 
T= c Tt,s,,,+ ( c (q+q+qy PQP P<PG9 i 
We show 
(4.8) T/M f U@V@W/M a.a. 
for q - p = a[4n2 - 5n +2 - p(3n - 2)], where M = D”@E”BF”. First we 
treat the special case p = n - 1. (Then 9 - p = n2/4.) To this end let n = 2v, 
and F” = F’cBF’ with dim F2 = v. Let [p + 1, q] = uu2. We choose 
$I E %a2 (p E aa2). 
Then we have 
T/M2 ( c q+ptf+E;))p 
P<n 
=U@V@F2/M a.e. in Siii X Siz2, 
by Lemma 4.3. (The reader is advised to visualize the subsequent considera- 
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tions by drawing suitable cubes.) So we show (4.8) for M1 = M + U@V@F’. 
We decompose D” = D’@D28D3, and Ea = E’@E2@E3, where dim D’ = 
v, dimD2=v-2, dimE’=dimE2=v-1, and dimD3=dimE3=1. Let 
aa = 212U3a2U a32 with ]212(= v2 - (3v - 2) (3a2]= [$v - 11, and 
la321 = 1 iv - 11. Choosing 
tp E ‘ijk (p E ijk, ijk E {212,3a2, ~32)) 
we get 
2v - 1 
T/M’2 c (q+q)+ c Ft,o M’ 
p=l 3~2~ a32 
=(D3sVsW+UsE3@W)/M’ 
[Distribute appropriately, and use Lemma 3.1(2) in D3@Eo@Fo’ and in 
D08E38F01, and Lemma 4.3 in D3@E”@Fo + D”8E3@Fo.] So we show 
(4.8) for M2 = M’ + D3@V8W + U@E3@W. Let [1,2v - l] = A01 A I-I 
A2A with ]A01 A] = ]A2A]+ 1 = v. We choose 
tp E %jA (P E AjA, j E {OM}) 
and obtain 
c T,,s,,,+ c E; M2 
A2A AOlA 
= V8E2@W/M2 a.e. in Si,,, X Sii$ X Si,‘,2 X Siii X S$$. 
[Choose tp E SoI2 2 o (P E A2A), and use Lemma 3.1(2) in D”@E2@F’, and 
Lemma 3.1(l) v - 1 times ( = dim E2 times) in D012@E28Fo.] So we show 
(4.8) for M3 = M2 + U@E’@W. Next we realize 
T/M3 2 c Dtf + cq ,i 
M3 = D20Eo’@W/M3 a.a. 
AOlA 212 
[Use Lemma 3.1(2) in D2@E08Fo’ and in D28E’8Fo.] So we show (4.8) 
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for M4 = M3 + D2@Eo1@W. Let AOlA = 1010. Choosing 
we get 
T/M4 2 c qs,,,, i M4 = D1@Eo’@Fo/M4 1010 
[Use Lemma 3.1(l) v times (= dim D’ times) in D1@Eo’@Fo.] So we show 
(4.8) for M5 = M4 + D’@Eol@Fo. Since 
MS = D’@E”@F1/M5 a.a. 
[by Lemma 3.1(2)], it suffices to show (4.8) for M6 = M5 + D’@E’@F’. But 
c D;+ XE; 
)/ 
M6 = U@V@W/M’ a.a. 
1010 A2A 
[Use Lemma 3.1(2) in D”@Eo’@Fo’.] This proves (4.8) in the special case. 
Now, we expand the case just proved (p = n - 1) to the general one. Let 
D” = D’@D2, E” = E’@E2, and F” = F1@F2, where dim D2 = dim E2 = 
dimF2=n-p-l. Let [p+l,q]=aal~aa2~222 with ]aaZ]=&(n-p 
- l)(p + l), (222]= (n - p - 1)2, and [l, p] = AAOl. Choosing 
tp E Sijk (p E ijk, ijk E (aal,aa2,222, AAOl}), 
we get 
c T,,s AAO, + c(D;+E;)+ c Ft,” 
AA01 aal aa1u aa 
(cd this TAAol > 
+ c F,,“+ c (D;+E;)+C&f M, 
AA01 an2LJ222 222 I/ 
= (UeVsF2 + D2sE2sFo)/M 
a.e. in Sac,, X S,“,“l’ Y S,“,” X SE 
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[by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 3.1(2)]. So it suffices to prove that for M’ = M + 
U@Vc3F2+ D28EZ8F”, 
(4.9) T,,,,/M’ 2 ZJ@V@W/M’ a.a. 
We continue the specialization to break up TA AOI /M ‘. Let AA01 = 010101, 
aa2=122~212, and aal =111~121U211Ua21U2al. We choose 
tp E ‘ijk (~~ijk, ijkE {010101,122,212,111,121,211,~21,~21}) 
and get the epimorphism 
( c %“1”1”1$- c q+ c q+ cq M’ 01o101 lllLJ211 111u121 111 )/ 
g D”‘8Ed1@Fo1,‘M’ 
@ c Dtf+ c E;+ c Ftf 
( 010101 a2lLJ2alU211 2alLJ212U211 
+CE;+ c D;+ c Ft,” 
010101 a21u2a1u121 a2lU 122L. 121 )/ 
(M’ + D”‘@Eo’@Fol) 
= c T#m!I + ( 
D’@E’@F’ 
010101 
c D;+ c Et+ cFt;) 
lllLl211 lllU121 111 
(cd this T,,oI~I) 
*! 
c q+ c q+ c F,: 
010101 a2lU2alLl211 2a111212tJ211 )/ 
(Ml+ Dol@Eo’@Fol) 
c Et+ c D;+ c Ft, 
010101 a21Ll2alU121 021u122u121 )/ 
(cd this G20J 
(M’ + D”‘8E01~ F”). 
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Now, our aim is to achieve that a.e. in S&c,,,, XnS,$$’ 
(4.10) To1 0101 /D’@E’@F’ 2 D0'8E0'8F01/D'8E'8F', 
(4.11) 
T 2olol/(hf’ + D"'@Eol~Fo') 2 D2@Eo1~Fo1/(M' + D”‘@Eo’@Fo’), 
(4.12) 
T o1201/(M’ + D0'8E0'8Fo') 2 D"'@E2@Fo1/(M' + D”‘@Eo’@Wo’), 
proving (4.9). Note that the dimensions of the spaces on the right-hand side in 
(4.11), (4.12) are (n - p - 1)[3( p + 1) - 21. We distinguish two cases. 
Case i(n - p - 1)(3p + 1) = 0 mod 4. We choose (122]= (212) = i(aa2), 
1~21) = pal] = &(n - p - 1)(3p + l), 11111 =(p + 1)2/4, and ]121]= 12111 = 
0. Then (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) are achieved. [For (4.11) distribute ap- 
propriately in n - p - 1 ( = dim D2) “angles,” and apply to each Lemma 
4.3(l), analogously for (4.12). Equation (4.10) is the first proved case, 
p = n - 1.1 
Case i(n - p - 1)(3p + 1) = 2 mod 4. We choose ]122(= (212(= $(aa2(, 
]a211 = )2ul] = i(n - p - 1)(3p + l)- $, ]lll] = (p + 1)2/4 - 1, and 1121) = 
]211]= 2. Then, as above, (4.11) and (4.12) are achieved. Equation (4.10) 
needs some extra considerations. Assume first 11211 = I2111 = 0. Then 
T ololol/D’@E’@F’ is a.a. total. Choose some t ES,,,. We assert that 
(T,lOlOl + EF)/D’OE18F’ is a.a. total. 
Assume otherwise. Then 
D1~E08F1/D’@E’@F’ E To,,,,,/D’@E’@F’ a.a. 
But then 
T ololol/D’~E’~F’ 2 c F,f + c D; + D’@E’@F’ /D%E’@F’ 
010101 111 
= D”‘@E0’8F1/D’~E’~F’ a.a. 
[Use Lemma 3.1(2) in D”@E0’8F’.] Now, use Lemma 3.1(l), (2) (in 
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U@V@F’) to conclude that To,,,,,/ D’G3E’@F’= D0’@E0+3,F0’/D’@E’ 
8 F1 a.a. Contradiction (count parameters). Successive application of this 
argument yields (4.10) in this case, too. w 
This paper consists of the main part of my doctoral dissertation. I am 
indebted to the supervisor of my thesis, Professor H. J. Stoss, University of 
Konstanz, for many fruitful discussions during the period of development of 
this work. Likewise, I owe thanks to Professor V. Strassen, University of 
Ziirich, for several helpful and stimulating conversations, and in particular 
for leaving me some unpublished manuscripts. 
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